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Dr. Justice D.Y. Chandrachud, Chief Justice of India while delivering the valedictory address at the

American Bar Association (ABA) India Conference 2024 observed, “Philanthropy is considered contrary
to distributive justice as it creates a certain social hierarchy and does so in an arbitrary manner. It is an

unreliable medium of change because it is subject to individual motivations and charitable impulses
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because of its non-institutional uncoordinated character. So much as we speak about the importance of

philanthropy within our own profession, it's important for us to understand the flip side and to overcome
the flip side by seeking to institutionalize what otherwise becomes the ad-hoc individual initiates.”

Also Read - Former CJI, Justice UU Lalit To Speak On 'The Rule Of Law In India' Organized By Harvard Human Rights
Journal And Lakshmi Mittal And Family South Asia... (/events/justice-uu-lalit-rule-of-law-in-india-harvard-human-rights-
journal-lakshmi-mittal-and-family-south-asia-institute-255078?utm_source=internal-artice&utm_medium=also-read)

The ABA India Conference 2024 also witnessed the establishment of the Indian Law Firms Pro Bono

Club (ILFPC). Pro bono services have continued to remain a thorny issue in India. Despite the

Constitution mandating the State to provide free legal services, a slew of judicial and legislative

advancements and several Government initiatives to bolster pro bono services (like Tele-Law, Pro Bono

Legal Services, Nyaya Mitra Scheme, Nyaya Bandhu, to name a few), the demand for the pro bono

services continue to surpass the supply.

Also Read - NALSA: Launch Of “The Framework And Schedule For Quarterly Undertrial Review Committee Meetings-
2024” By Justice Sanjiv Khanna (/events/national-legal-services-authority-the-framework-and-schedule-for-quarterly-
undertrial-review-committee-meetings-justice-sanjiv-khanna-254687?utm_source=internal-artice&utm_medium=also-
read)

With over 50 million cases pending in the country and the Covid-19 pandemic exacerbating the need for

legal aid, it is time we think of innovative ways in which the India's legal fraternity can address the

growing need for pro bono public services in India. It is in this background that the leading law firms of

the country, namely AZB & Partner, JSA Advocates and Solicitors, K Law, Nishith Desai Associates, Saraf

& Partners, Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas & Co, Trilegal and S&R Associates, announced creation of

'Indian Law Firms Pro Bono Club' (ILFPC) at the second edition of American Bar Association India

Conference 2024 in the presence of the Chief Justice of India.

Also Read - Delhi High Court Legal Services Committee Organizes Introductory And Interactive Session For Panel And
Pro-Bono Advocates (/events/delhi-high-court-legal-services-committee-interactive-session-pro-bono-advocates-
justice-rajiv-shakdher-254594?utm_source=internal-artice&utm_medium=also-read)

Ms. Pratibha Jain, Head of Strategy & Group General Counsel, Everstone Group; Chair, American Bar

Association, India Committee also quoted, “Eight of the premier law firms of the country have decided to
come together to formally commit to and create an Indian Law Firms' Pro Bono Club and since all our

partners for this conference, we decide to use this platform to announce it. It would automatically
convert what is currently individual initiatives of select law firms into a collaborative one in which each

member recognizes its institutional obligation to take up pro bono matters on a firm-wide basis.”

Also Read - Bihar Federation Of Women Lawyers Ignites Legal Minds With Workshop On New Criminal Laws (Bhartiya
Nagrik Suraksha Samhita) (/events/bihar-federation-of-women-lawyers-legal-minds-workshop-new-criminal-laws-
254460?utm_source=internal-artice&utm_medium=also-read)

Formation of a profession-led club like ILFPC would bring in such a fundamental change. Given that the

membership of ILFPC would only be open to premier law firms that intend to support pro bono work on a

firm-wide basis, it would automatically convert what is essentially an individual initiative of select law
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firms into a collaborative one in which each member recognizes its institutional obligation to take up pro

bono matters on a firm-wide basis.
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